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MOUNT HERSCHEL AND ROBERTSON BAY:
SIR EDMUND HILLARY'S ANT ARCTIC
EXPEDITION, 1967
BY MIKE GILL
(Four illustrations: nos. 37-40)
IMES have changed in the Antarctic.

When Borchgrevink wintered
with his party at Cape A dare in I 8gg, their hut was built like a
fortress to keep at bay the mammoths and sabre-toothed tigers
which, they thought, might still be roaming the polar wastes. Now,
fifty miles south of Cape A dare at Hallett, there is an American base;
a Hercules circles in to land on the sea-ice every other day and Super
Constellations fly past on their way to New Zealand or 1\tlcMurdo; as
you sit on the summit of Mount Herschel in the evening light you take
comfort from the thought that the nearest ice-cream machine is _no more
than twenty miles a'vay. Yet, one can still catch an elusive whiff of the
atmosphere of those early times; tent-bound in a blizzard or probing a
route through crevasse country, there is still an element of danger and
loneliness. And beyond the ice-bound coastline stand range on range of
untouched mountains: Mount Herschel is one of them.
We had our first close vievv of the mountain when the Hercules flew
past its East face. Below us, filling Moubray Bay, was the sea-ice,
studded with the crumbling hulks of icebergs. Svveeping out of the ice
to a height of I I, 700 ft. was Hersche1, a conical rock peak flanked by
heavily crevassed glaciers. One thing we kne'v immediately: the East
face, the direttissima, was more difficult than aerial photos had led us to
believe and from that time on there was no serious talk of climbing it.
After landing on the sea-ice, watched by a fe'v idle penguins, we were
whisked off to the thirty-man U .S. naval station for a lunch of steak,
cherry-pie and coffee. Then we were on our own.
There were eight of us. Ed. Hillary was leader, and the idea of the
expedition was his; it vvas his first return to the Antarctic since the South
Pole trip of I957- 58. Norn1an Hardie, of Kangchenjunga fame, was
deputy leader. Murray Ellis was our engineer; in I957 he had shared
the responsibility of keeping the Ferguson tractors moving towards the
Pole and this time he had the equally difficult task of maintaining our
two Snowmobiles. Then there was the rest of us. Bruce Jenkinson, one
of Ne'v Zealand's few professional alpine guides, was there to add some
fibre to the climbing team; there was Pete Strang, an exuberant medica
and Mike White who at home was an engineer specialising in central
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heating; Graeme Hancox was one of our two geologists Larry Barrington, the senior member, had not yet arrived from Australia. I was
photographer.
Then there were the Snovvmobiles. The days of dog-teams in the
Antarctic have all but gone, motorised vehicles of varying sizes having
taken their place. Ours were of the smaller variety, sometimes known as
tin dogs, about 7 ft. long,
ft. wide,
ft. high, and painted bright red.
A pair of short skis support the front and provide steering while the bulk
of the machine rests on a single wide rubber track driven by a two-stroke
motor. Originally these had been designed as toys for wealthy Americans
at ski-resorts; under ideal conditions they can reach thirty to forty
miles per hour, but the makers had assured us that they \\rould drag a
I ooo lb. sledge without too much trouble. Our problem was that
conditions were seldom ideal. Had there been four Snowmobiles
instead of two, life would have been easier both for them and for us.
It was early afternoon on October 21 when we set off with the sun
slanting across the ice from the north. There was no wind and to start
with at least the machines rattled along on a hard surface at a steady
ten miles an hour, with two people on each Snowmobile and two perched
astride each sledge. Herschel vvas across the other side of the frozen bay,
seemingly no more than a couple of hours away. But before long conditions changed. Crumpled pressure ridges broke up the flat surface
and fresh snow lay thickly across the corner of the bay we were now entering. By some trick of topography the area around Herschel acts as a
collecting ground for the -vvind-drift snow, which in the Antarctic is
ceaselessly on the move. The Snowmobiles slowed down in the soft
drifts, sledges tipped on the pressure ridges and by 6 p.m. when we
camped we were little more than half-way, with worse to come.
Next morning we broke trail more methodically. An advance party
on skis chose the smoothest route; the first machine, unladen, came
behind, compacting a route for the second, which towed a light sledge.
Then we returned for the rest of the gear. It was slower and the machines
gulped thirstily at our petrol supplies but there was no other way.
We made Base Camp beside the tide-crack where the floating platform
of sea-ice rubs up and down against the ring of ice-cliffs skirting the coast.
Around us were seals, huge, baleful slug-like creatures, many of them
co-vvs with new-born pups and the ice was bloody where they had been
in labour. As we hunted for a route up the ice-cliffs the seals wheezed
and barked at us or wriggled across the ice to flop through the tide-crack
like a jelly down a hole. Here the cliffs \vere high and for the most part
unclimbable, but at length we found a precarious route through a shattered area \vhere the Ironside glacier grinds against the coastline.
Our route onto Herschel vvas an East spur, abutting onto the long
North ridge of the mountain (illustration no. 37). vVe knew from aerial
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photos that the easiest approach to the crest of the spur, which fell
away steeply over its lower 3000 ft., was by way of a side-valley on its
flank. But again we had been deceived by the aerial view, for the valley,
far from being smooth and easy, was heavily crevassed, steep at its upper
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end, and waist-deep in new snow. Skis and skins made crossing deep
snow possible, though to fall off was like jumping into a swamp, but we
were never happy about the crevasses, nor about those in other parts of
the Hallett area for that matter. In more temperate regions a crevasse
is usually detectable, but not in the Antarctic. A vast underground
cavern can be so roofed by the thinnest of ice shells that one finds it
only by probing or by falling through. More by good luck than skill,
none of us had a major fall but we all, at times, had the frightening
experience of dropping through waist or shoulder deep.
On the fifth day out from Hallett we all braced ourselves, for the
carrying in of Camp I at 3ooo ft. on the crest of the spur at the head of
the side-valley. Those with Himalayan experience talked regretfully
of Phu Dorje and other Sherpas, while others repented not having
trained more conscientiously before leaving home, but at length the
fateful moment came when everyone slung a 50 lb. load on to his back.
Everyone, that is, except Jenks and me who were carrying lighter loads,
for we were to stay at Camp I and pursue the assault on the following day.
The scheme was to establish a Camp II below a prominent shoulder on
the North ridge at 7000 ft. and attack the summit from there. Even
our lighter loads set us brooding on the prospect of carrying Camp Il.
Why not strike out for the summit from Camp I itself? 8700 ft. would be
a long climb but not impossible. And there'd be no chance of spending
a night out the next night wasn't due for at least four months.
Before Ed. returned to Base Camp we discussed the possibility:
' Why not ?', he said, and we arranged radio contact times for the next
two days. Probably he'd be able to follow our progress with binoculars
from Base Camp anyway.
We slept lightly for there was much to think and dream about. At
3. 3o a.m. we fried a panful of steak, filled two thermoses with coffee,
and packed rope, ice-pitons, spare clothes, altimeter, food and a primus.
Outside the air was cold but still, and the sky clear. There is a quality
of softness in the Antarctic landscape that lends it an air of benevolence.
Snow, sea and sky blend in the soft blue twilight of early morning and the
sun steals forth from behind the mountain horizon almost unnoticed.
It was the best day we had had yet. We began climbing.
At first we moved clumsily for there was soft snow lying on ice and
loose rock. An hour later the angle eased and we stepped to the top
of a small knoll, bathed in the brighter light of day. Ahead of us the
spur rose in a gentle sweep of smooth snow, except at a point twothirds of the way up where a short steep section glisten~d ominously.
There was ice up there.
An hour and a half later, after steady plugging in steepening soft snow,
we reached the foot of the ice. A rope-length of polished green ice led
into a network of slots and ice-cliffs with the smooth edge of a plateau
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showing 200 ft. higher. Jenks began cutting a line of steps; the big axe
swung rhythmically; showers of ice-chips exploded outwards and
glistened in the sun. Here and there where the ice bulged out uncomfortably he was cutting handholds but for the most part it was not too steep
and we used pitons only for belays. The ice was too brittle to grip pitons
anyway. After fossicking about amongst the slots we found a narrow
corridor leading through to the plateau-like crest of the ridge above.
By now it was 10 a.m. There was still no wind nor a cloud on the
horizon and though cold crept through our clothes when we stopped,
while moving we kept comfortably warm. After some coffee and biscuits
we moved upwards on a firm, wind-swept surface to the foot of the
shoulder at 7soo ft.
We knew from aerial photos that behind Herschel there was an
extensive plateau giving easy access to the foot of the summit cone,
and vaguely we had hoped that by skirting behind the shoulder we would
reach that plateau. It was less easy than we had been led to believe. Theplateau was there all right but to reach it involved a half-mile traverse
across the head of a fierce little ice-filled valley. ·The shoulder itself,
rising south of us, looked disarmingly easy, foreshortened as it was.
We chose the shoulder hoping that higher up we might be able to sidle
off right onto the plateau.
At first we gained height easily, zig-zagging upwards on crampons.
After an hour we were both tiring and our ankles feeling the strain.
Were we running out of steam already ? 9000 ft., said the altimeter. The
angle by now had steepened alarmingly, there was no sign of an escape
route to the plateau and with ice showing through in parts we took
turns chipping steps.
Soon after midday we hauled ourselves to the top of the shoulder where
the serrated rock of Herschel's North ridge began. There we lit the
primus, melted pot after pot of snow for coffee and chewed biscuits
and chocolate. The view around was spectacular enough, for the lower
ranges were below us now. There were big peaks inland and glaciers
around them, unseen except from an aeroplane: Minto rose grandly at
the head of the Ironside glacier and north-east of it was Sabine, the highest
peak of the Admiralty Range. But we were in no mood to spend time
gazing at the scenery. There was too much uncertainty in the hours ahead.
At 1.30 p.m. we started along the North ridge. The plateau on our
right would have been easier but in climbing the shoulder we had gone too
high and without descending a I ooo ft. of steep snow and ice it was
inaccessible. So we turned to the ridge, broken though it was and
slow travelling.
After three hours careful climbing we came to a broad snow bench
skirting the summit cone 1500 ft. to go. It was of steep rock, none of
it particularly difficult and none, so far as we could judge, very easy.
0

0
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We drank some coffee and unloaded as much gear as we could dispense
with this was the first of a chain of depots leading to the summit, each
marking our growing weariness. The first soo ft. was snow and again
we put our ankle-joints on the stretch as we took a slanting course upwards. Where rock met snow we left the ice-axes.
The sun was still on our backs but only just: soon it would be sliding
behind the ranges to the south-west leaving us in shadow. Though the
rock was well-broken there was packed snow in all the holds. Tired
now and increasingly aware of the exposure we were looking up more
and more often to see if the summit was coming closer. Half an hour
slipped by and the view above was unchanged. If anything the rock
was rearing more sharply than before. The pack, though it contained
nothing but down jackets, felt heavy. Why not another depot? We'd
soon be at the top anyway. It was surprising how like the rock the two
dirty orange jackets looked, placed on a ledge with a boulder to weigh
them down.
We went on. The rock seemed interminable, gully after gully, small
cracks, chimneys; then some steeper pitches made us sidle to the left.
Suddenly we were looking down the shadowed East face with Hallett
in the distance. And there was the summit only a 100 ft. higher. At
seven o'clock we were on top, looking along a summit ridge to a twin
peak a rope-length away.
It was cold up there, for now the sun was almost gone. Anxiously
we looked down in the direction of our down jackets. Not a sign of them.
Around us the patches of sunlight were shrinking and the shadows
darkening. Stretching west and south were vast, anonymous ranges of
mountains beset amidst a tangle of ice-falls and glaciers.
Never have I seen so lonely a place; beautiful, yes, radiant in the soft
light, but how inhospitable, how desolate those wastes of snow and ice.
Sunset on a high mountain in the Antarctic is no time to linger. Shivering
we turned and fled.
We moved fast on the descent of the summit rocks. So similar were
the ledges below that for a few frightening minutes I thought we had
lost the down jackets. But no, there they were and we thankfully pulled
them over our heads. Then we were down to the ice-axes and a few
minutes later back to the rest of our gear and a thermos of hot coffee.
7000 ft. to go.
Instead of using the North ridge we returned by way of the plateau.
Beyond it, in the dim light, the steep valley separating us from our route
of ascent looked even more alarming than it had earlier. Tensely we
cramponed across the frozen slopes, aware that a slip would not be easily
stopped; below, the valley swooped into a tumultuous cataract of ice
tumbling down to the Ironside. And then the surface softened and we
could dig our heels in.
eo
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Within half an hour we were climbing down the ice-wall, the last
obstacle. At the foot of it, for the first time in seventeen hours the strain
was off and a rare feeling of contentment began to flow through us. It
\vas the best part of the day. Jenks produced a small frozen orange and
cracked it in half with an ice-axe. Savouring its subtle flavour we swung
carelessly down through the blue-green Antarctic t\vilight. When we
reached Camp II at I 2.30 a. m. we had been climbing for nineteen
hours.
It was not quite the end of Herschel. Next day (and part of the
day after) Pete Strang and Mike White completed the second ascent,
a gallant effort for they had done a good deal more packing than we had.
On the zgth we were warmly welcomed back at Base Camp. In a tent
kept swelteringly hot by a roaring primus and two bottles of whisky,
we drank toasts far into the night, to past success on Herschel and success
to come on our crossing of Adare Saddle to Robertson Bay, for that was
the second major objective of the expedition.
Next day we returned to Hallett, now noisy with the squawking of
nesting penguins, to replenish our dwindling supplies of food and fuel.
Historically, Robertson Bay is an interesting place. On a shingle
spit on Cape Adare, its eastern headland, the first part of the Continent
encountered by the sailor from the north, Borchgrevink, and later
Campbell of Scott's Northern Party, had built their huts. Though
Borchgrevink spent the best part of a year there he never broke from
the confines of the bay to the flat snowy tops of the land to the south;
perhaps the steep slopes enclosing the bay gave a false impression of the
difficulty; perhaps they knew little of Antarctic or Alpine travel or were
ill-equipped to move anywhere except on the flat sea-ice. Nor had
Campbell tried to travel south for he had been content with mapping
the coastline to the west. And since then, though the area south of
Hallett had been explored, no one had attempted the crossing to Robertson Bay.
Most of the route is visible from Hallett on a clear day: twenty miles
across the sea-ice of Moubray Bay, another twenty up the broad, flat
Moubray glacier and finally a brief climb to Adare Saddle at 3000 ft.;
from there the bay is in full view only three miles away.
There were other reasons for going north besides those of exploration.
By now Larry Harrington had joined us. Larry, an expert on the geology
of the Antarctic, had led the first exploration of the Hallett area. The
weather had been fine that season, every peak, plateau and glacier a
new discovery, and now he was keen to tidy up the geology of the northern
end of the range.
We thought we knew the problems: pressure ridges on the sea-ice,
tide-cracks, crevasses, soft snow we could handle them all. Had we
read the U.S. Sailing Di1~ections for the area we might have given more
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than a passing thought to the weather. Of the Antarctic in general they
note that 'the )Veather is extremely variable; usually the weather changes
in cycles with the period of southerly winds lasting longer than northerly
winds with constant breaks of periods of calms. . . . Local winds of
great intensity are found in some small areas with calm weather existing
only a few miles from the area of high winds'. And of Robertson Bay:
'the wind in gales is often of extreme violence'.
Herschel had been our period of calm: on our way north the weather
embarked on a new phase of the cycle.
The other problem was disintegration of the Snowmobiles which were
being asked to do work almost beyond them. A dog with a broken leg
is shot and fed to the others. But you can hardly shoot a Snowmobile,
not rationally anyway, and the extent to which you can feed one to the
other is limited. Already the rubber tracks were badly worn, drive belts
were being replaced too often and Murray had been forced to dismantle
one engine completely to replace a burnt-out condenser. And then the
Chief Petty Officer in charge of Hallett, a tough, grizzled little man,
who had already helped us in innumerable ways, came up with a new
suggestion. There was, he said, an ancient Weasel out on the Station
trash-heap. Weasels are tracked amphibious vehicles which had been
designed as landing-craft for the \var in the Pacific and since then had
been widely used in the Antarctic. The Chief towed it into the garage,
blew hot air through the engine, filled the cylinders with ether and
with a hiss and a roar and a fearful lot of clanking it was going.
So when we left for Robertson Bay on November 2 we had two Snowmobiles, three sledges and a Weasel. Three miles short of the Mou bray
glacier we came to a wide, thin-edged tide-crack. The Snowmobiles
crossed safely but the heavier Weasel would almost certainly have dived
through into deep water, like a seal. We left it there for our return and
carried on to establish Moubray Camp on the terminal slopes of the
glacier. Then the weather closed in. The mountains, the nearby icecliffs, the seaward icebergs beset in the pack, all disappeared in a white
smother of blown drift snow. Intermittently there were clear patches
but for the best part of five days we lay on our backs, reading, sleeping,
eating, cursing the southerly winds and occasionally walking across to
the tide-crack to wake the seals.
On November 6 the weather looked more settled and with two v;ellladen sledges towing behind the machines, we set off for Adare Saddle.
After four miles of easy going across a neve beside the glacier we came
to a crevassed area. Without too much trouble we found a route through,
but always there was that feeling of uncertainty, as if we were walking
through a mine-field. \Vhen we drove through to the expansive flat
mid-portion of the glacier we felt happier, for it seemed that until we
approached the saddle our worries were over. As the afternoon wore
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on, cloud settled on the higher country ahead and spread south, separating
us from the sun. We chugged on across mile after mile of featureless
snow. The lead machine which had been spluttering at intervals came
to a halt. Murray, whose hands seemed impervious to cold, fiddled with
the carburettor and other parts, so that in less than an hour we were
moving again. Over the last four miles we climbed steadily a gentle
incline leading to the steeper slopes which guard Adare Saddle. At the
foot of these we camped. The tents were barely up when a fierce wind
came rattling down from the north, plucking and pushing at the canvas
and building up big leeward snow-drifts. But when we turned in,
though the gale was still blowing, a glimmer of blue showed through
the cloud overhead and we had hopes of fine weather on the morrow.
In spite of the weather we slept soundly. A general physical wellbeing and a robust appetite are among the blessings of Antarctic travel
and one sleeps none the worse for lack of darkness. When we rose in
the morning the wind had dropped and the day was bright with sun.
The climb to the saddle had worried us, for we thought it too steep for
the machines; but they performed magnificently and shaking off the
drift that had covered them during the night, they pulled sturdily up
the 2ooo ft. to the top. Some big crevasses higher up had us probing
for solid ground but before midday we had crossed the divide and were
looking north towards the open sea.
It was the view we had been waiting for. Out right, the long black
finger of Cape Adare pointed north while on our ieft 'vas the blunted
promontory of Cape Klovstad. Between them, ice filled the sweep of
Robertson Bay and spread outwards till it joined the dark waters of
the ocean. We could not yet see our way clear to the coast for though the
slope ahead dropped gently enough, a couple of miles away it fell abruptly
from sight. The snow bore witness to what we had read of the weather,
that 'the · wind in gales is often of extreme violence', for the surface
was polished and carved in channels and of loose snow there was little,
except in more sheltered areas. Rather than carry our loads down to
the bay we decided to camp above and climb down, unladen, the following .
day, .to complete the crossing and explore the geology. The camp having
been established we walked across to Cape Klovstad in the shining
afternoon light to where on our left, just beyond the cape, we could
see Duke of York Island standing in the path of the Murray glacier, which
crumpled and surged around it like a river round an island in a rapid.
At this point the party split into two. Norm. took half the party back
to the camp of the previous night for he had some surveying to do and
a peak to climb; Ed., the two geologists, Mike White and I, formed the
Robertson Bay geology party. ·During the night the gale blew up again
so that by morning we vvere isolated in the thick drift scudding past
from the south. It was a disappointment, for tim~ was running out fast,
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and a worry too, in that any day now the sea-ice in Moubray Bay might
suddenly break up in a storm and be carried out to sea, cutting off our
retreat. But there was nothing we could do; in such weather we could
move neither forvvards nor back and as the long day dragged by we
could do no more than hope that the clearing towards evening would
last.
rfhere was still wind in the morning but visibility was better. Ed.
decided to make a last bid for the bay though even as we cooked breakfast
we could hear the wind rising. On two ropes we set off towards the left
side of the lip of the bay, leaning back against the wind while long
lines of white drift streamed ahead of us across ice and shingle. The
angle steepened downhill and we felt the gritty snow pattering on the
hoods of our down jackets. We began to doubt the wisdom of going on.
On crampons we strode down a gully of ice beside a rib of black
basalt. Abruptly it came to an end and we found ourselves looking down
steep rock and ice into the head of the bay. There was no lee shelter
as we had hoped. Wind howled around us, swelling to gusts of frightening
power, and the climb down was not easy. To the left tongues of ice
probed their way down steep basalt slopes, while right of where we were,
an ice-fall plunged into the sea. Below us there was a route but there
was little temptation to use it we had a feeling that if the weather
thickened much further we might not return.
'Home to Hallett ', said Ed. 'We're getting out of this.' None of us
was reluctant to return but it was a disappointment all the same. Robertson Bay had become as definitive a goal as the summit of a mountain
and we were nearly there. We could almost have thrown a rock on to
the sea-ice. I took the movie camera from its warm nest inside my jacket
and finished off a roll of film; Larry, below me, was looking sorrowfully
at the rocks he had come so far to collect. Ed. had already turned back
and was leaning forward into the wind, now pouring down the slopes
with the force of a river in flood.
After two hours of beating into the wind we were back in camp. We
ate, crammed the wildly flapping tents into their narrow bags, and lashed
everything to the sledge. Mercifully, the Snowmobile started almost
immediately. Putting our shoulders behind the sledge we got it moving,
leapt on top, and we 'vere on our way to join the others at the head of the
Moubray glacier.
The camp was deserted when we got there, a full blizzard blowing,
and the wind strengthening all the time. A note told us that the others
had left earlier to climb the peak to the west. Time passed and we grew
alarmed but then four ice-encrusted figures appeared through the
flying snow. All was well.
The blizzard that followed was the worst that either Ed. or Larry
had been caught in. We lay in our sleeping-bags for two full days,
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reading books for the second time, rationing food with increasing care
and wondering whether there was still some ice in Moubray Bay. Larry
spent the best part of a day drying his sleeping-bags after I had up-ended
(by mistake) a two-gallon pot of water over him, a mishap ~hich he
bore with that stoicism which is the hall-mark of the seasoned Antarctic
traveller.
At midnight on the third day the wind began to abate. We crawled
outside. There was still cloud but no drift. And then in the blue twilight
we saw a pair of snow-petrels, white except for their black eyes, flitting
silently around like two spirits. It was an omen. And though visibility
was bad, Ed. decided to move.
The Snowmobiles were almost buried beneath the feathery snow.
Would they shift the sledges? For a hundred yards we heaved and
pushed and eventually, with the going downhill, we had enough momentum to plough a homeward track. After four miles, the glacier flattened.
The machines buried their skis in the drift and would go no further.
Ed. unloaded the gear, joined the Snowmobiles, one dragging the other,
with behind that, a single lightly laden sledge, and he and three others
carried on. The rest of us camped.
Yet another weary day of immobility passed and still the mist clung
around us. Next day Mike and Jenks came back to collect us. They
told an epic story of how the previous day they had all but lost Ed.,
Murray and the two machines down one of the Moubray crevasses.
Murray was in the lead with 30ft. of tow-line separating him from Ed.
Within a couple of miles they had left behind both the mist and the
deep snow. They were on smooth travelling, not a crevasse in sight,
when Murray felt the snow beneath him sinking. He knew what that
meant he hadn't travelled to the Pole and back for nothing and
immediately opened the throttle wide. There was enough slack to let
the machine jump forward a couple of feet. Then with a 'whoosh' a
hole appeared beneath the back end of the machine which was left
clawing desperately for a hold on the lip of the crevasse. It paused a
moment, gripped the snovv and surged forward to safety. White and
shaken Murray and Ed. climbed out to have a look. Between them
a hole, 10 by 30 ft., seemingly bottomless, had opened up. Had the
lead machine gone in, almost certainly Ed's would have followed it.
The mystery of it was how Murray had crossed a1most the whole width
of the bridge before it had fallen through.
A few miles short of Moubray Camp both petrol tanks were empty
and there was a long trek on skis to collect more. At midnight the
Snowmobiles finally pulled up at the camp beside the sea-ice.
Early that morning Mike and Jenks had returned to collect us. Again
we loaded the sledges which were not much lighter than they had been
yesterday. The machines roared and skidded but nothing moved .
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That was bad enough. But there was worse to come, for while straining
against an immovable sledge one Snowmobile had sheared an axle.
Nor was there any hope of repairing it.
There had been some bad moments before then but that was the
low point of the expedition: we were fifteen miles up the Moubray
with a heap of gear, and only one battered machine, and ourselves, to
shift it; we were in thick mist which showed no signs of clearing; already
we were late and the sea-ice was due to break up any day.
Yet, against all expectation, vve were back at Hallett within thirty-six
hours. It was as if we had left behind us, with the ruined machine, the
evil luck that had dogged us the past fortnight.
'Looks like we're man-hauling from now on', said Norm. grimly,
when we had proved beyond doubt that the damage was irreparable.
While I took a last photo of the dead Snowmobile, Pete began drumming
out a wild reveille on an empty jerry-can and Larry, who had been
talking nostalgically about earlier man-hauling trips, began sorting out
the harness; the rest divided the gear into three sledge loads, the largest
for us to tow and two smaller ones to be relayed by our one good
machine.
Man-hauling turned out to be a strangely exhilarating business.
Gone was the frustration of waiting for an engine that refused to start
or pull its load and in its place was a camaraderie that made light of the
work, hard though it was; it gave us an inkling of the way a team of dogs
might feel.
A couple of hours down glacier the surface was finner and the cloud
began to lift. Outlines of mountains appeared through the dissolving
mist and towards the south-west we looked across a typically Antarctic
landscape, a great neve with humped snowy peaks rising from it, like
an archipelago of islands set in an inland sea. All day we pulled steadily
while the machine chugged back and forth relaying its loads. At 9
p.m., two miles short of Moubray Camp, we saw a long figure coming
towards us. It was Ed., certain by now that some fresh disaster had
struck. As we swung up to him, dragging our sledge easily on the downhill run, his face lit up with the happiest smile we had seen for a fortnight.
Back in camp Murray was out to meet us. l-Ie watched ironically as
we swaggered in, feeling as if we had just returned from the Pole.
'All you lot need is a bloody standard-bearer out in front', he said,
and he handed us a billyful of orange-juice.
While we snatched some sleep, Ed. and Murray worked through the
night ferrying gear across the sea-ice to where the Weasel was waiting
three miles away. We had doubts as to whether it would keep going,
or go at all for that matter, but by now there was a feeling of optimism
abroad. For the last time we struck camp and assembled everything
beside the Weasel. It started effortlessly. M urray kicked a few spare
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cogs and wheels back into place and we were off, with four of us towing
behind on skis.
The day was clear and sunny, with no wind, and the crossing went
without a hitch till the last six miles. Then the Weasel began to disintegrate in earnest. Small wheels, cogs, washers, bolts, tinkled on to
the ice till it seemed impossible that it could still go on. But finally,
triumphantly, we clanked into Hallett Station. TheWeasel was returned
to the rubbish-heap and we accepted happily a warm welcome from
thirty hospitable Americans, and a hundred thousand penguins.
Three days later we were back in New Zealand.
SUMMARY

Antarctic, Cape Hallett- Cape Adare Area

Mount Herschel, I I, 700 ft. First ascent October 27, I 967, by the
East spur and North ridge, Gill and J enkinson. Second ascent October 28,
I967, by same route, Strang and White.
Also ascent of subsidiary peak of Mount Crash, by East face, November
I 2, I 967, Hardie, Ellis, Strang and J enkinson.
Journey to Robertson Bay, November 2-I7, I967.
Party: M. Ellis, M. B. Gill, G. Hancox, N. D. Hardie, H. J. Barrington, Sir Edmund Hillary (leader), B. Jenkinson, P. J. Strang, M. White .
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